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Abstract. Complex Word Identification (CWI) is one of the key components of lexical text simplification. This paper proposes a new approach
to CWI on websites, based on tracking what web users copy to their clipboards. Users may copy to the clipboard words that they are not familiar
with or that make the text difficult to understand, in order to search for
more information on the internet. Accordingly, this study examines the
hypothesis that word copying on a website is an indicator of word complexity. Copied words on a sample website are compared to uncopied
words using three simple word complexity indicators: number of syllables, number of characters, and general word frequency. The results show
that copied words are more likely to be evaluated as complex than uncopied words and words that are copied more frequently are more likely
to be evaluated as complex than words that are copied less frequently, by
all three indicators. Consequently, word copying on a website can be considered a novel CWI indicator. Unlike traditional CWI indicators, which
are based on static word features, this new indicator provides a different
approach by targeting complex words based on dynamic user behavior.
Therefore, simplifying these complex words might be particularly helpful to the readers. Further work should evaluate using this word copying
indicator in complete CWI and text simplification implementations.
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Introduction

Shardlow defined text simplification as “the process of modifying natural language to reduce its complexity and improve both readability and understandability” [17]. Similarly to text translation and text summarization, text simplification
can also benefit from automation. But translation and summarization could be
more tolerant of errors than simplification, at least in some applications. Errors
in text simplification could lead to output text that is more complex than the
input, making the “simplification” result unusable [17].
Automatic text simplification is a challenging task. Many studies focus on the
more modest goal of lexical text simplification, which involves replacing individual complex words with simpler words with similar meanings, without changing
sentence structures and grammar [6, 14, 19, 20]. Lexical text simplification can
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be performed in stages, where the first stage is Complex Word Identification
(CWI) [17]. Any word that reduces the readability or understandability of the
text may be considered complex. Word complexity is audience dependent. For
example, a word can be simple for native speakers of a language and complex for
non-native speakers. Words that are identified as complex (for the prospective
audience) are candidates for substitution with simpler words in the next stages
of the text simplification process.
Simple features of words can be used as indicators of word complexity. Three
of the most commonly used word complexity indicators are:
1. Syllable Count - Complex words tend to be longer and have more syllables.
Readability tests such as the Gunning fog index [5] and the SMOG grade
[12] classify words with three syllables or more as complex.
2. Character Count - An alternative readability test, the Coleman–Liau index [2], uses the number of characters in a word as a complexity measure.
On average, complex words tend to have more characters.
3. Frequency - Less frequent words are usually less familiar and therefore
more complex than more frequent words [11].
These three indicators have been found to be strongly correlated with word
complexity [16]. Other indicators, sense count and synonym count, which may
indicate potential word ambiguity and therefore complexity, have been found to
have weaker correlations with word complexity [16].
Many CWI implementations use a combination of indicators, including the
indicators described above, as features in machine learning models. Various machine learning methods, including SVM classifiers, Random Forests, Neural Networks, and Bayesian Ridge classifiers, have been examined in the SemEval 2016
task 11 [15] and the CWI 2018 shared task [21]. Taking into account the context
in which words appear in the text can improve the results [4].
Eye gaze tracking is commonly used in research on reading behaviors. It may
be used in the context of CWI to identify complex words, because encountering
complex words may be reflected in the user eye gaze, for example, as extended
reading time [1]. Identifying words that are complex for real users, using eye
tracking methods, could be more reliable than using static word complexity
indicators. However, collecting eye tracking data requires special equipment and
user collaboration, so the scope of this approach is limited, and it is usually
impractical to collect eye gaze data from ordinary users on public websites.
This study proposes a new approach to automatic identification of complex
words on web pages by tracking web users’ copy operations. Users copy strings
of various types to the clipboard [8], including words and phrases to look up
elsewhere [10], key sentences for citations and text summaries [9], and programming code fragments [10]. This paper shows that copying words to the clipboard
is a word complexity indicator. Consequently, tracking word copying on websites
should be considered a new technique in CWI and text simplification. Similarly
to eye gaze tracking, it has the benefit of tracking real users and finding their
real needs, but it is not constrained by the limitations that make eye tracking
impractical on most websites.
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Implementation

The architecture of the CWI implementation that was developed and explored
as part of this study is shown in Figure 1.
Website Web Server
HTTP
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+ Copy Script Ref

HTTP
Word Copying CWI Server
Copy Script
Collector
HTTP
Filter



Researcher

Fig. 1. Architecture of the Word Copying CWI Implementation

The pages of the website are modified to include a reference to a Copy Script.
When these pages are loaded into a visitor’s browser, the browser follows the
reference and loads the Copy Script. The Copy Script includes JavaScript code
that tracks copy events and reports them to the Collector component in the
server, which stores the data (following anonymization) in a dedicated database.
The Filter component is responsible for distinguishing copied words from all
the other copied strings, and its output is the copied words along with their
corresponding copying frequencies. Only copy operations of single text words
are counted, copy operations of multiple words are filtered out, as well as copy
operations of text strings contained in HTML PRE elements, which are often
code fragments. A valid word is defined in this context (of CWI for texts in
English), as a string consisting of lower case letters, except for the first character
that can also be an upper case letter. All copied strings are converted to lower
case for case-insensitive counting.
This basic Filter implementation is not perfect. For example, it rejects some
possible types of complex words (e.g. abbreviations), as well as complex phrases
made up of several words. It is also adjusted for the specific website being tested.
Nevertheless, this basic implementation is satisfactory for the purposes of this
study. Further work is required in order to develop more advanced and general
filtering methods that can be used on other types of websites.
This CWI implementation can be used as a standalone system, where the
most frequently copied words (above a given threshold) are identified as complex,
or in combination with other word complexity indicators, providing an additional
source of information and indication of word complexity in a multi-indicator CWI
system.
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Experiments and Results

The CWI implementation was run on 231 documentation pages of the ObjectDB
website (www.objectdb.com). Usage data were collected for a period of several
months, ending in March 2020. 654,399 page views of 241,644 unique visitors
(estimated) and 53,131 copy operations were recorded and used as the input
dataset for the experiment.
Table 1 shows that the most frequently copied strings on this website are
code fragments. Programmers may copy code fragments to their clipboards in
order to paste them in their IDEs [8, 10].

Table 1. Most Frequently Copied Strings

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Text (long strings are truncated)
@SequenceGenerator(name=”seq”, initialValue=1, allocationSi...
@GeneratedValue(strategy=GenerationType.AUTO)
@GeneratedValue(strategy=GenerationType.SEQUENCE, gene...
@GeneratedValue
@Embeddable
@IdClass(ProjectId.class)
ParameterExpression<Integer> p = cb.parameter(Integer.class);
@Transient
CriteriaBuilder cb = em.getCriteriaBuilder();
@GeneratedValue(strategy=GenerationType.IDENTITY)

Count
1,143
1,069
686
464
454
391
364
358
350
315

Table 2 shows the most frequently copied text strings, obtained by filtering
out copy operations of code fragments that are wrapped in HTML PRE tags.

Table 2. Most Frequently Copied Text Strings

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Text (long strings are truncated)
JPQL
Composite Primary Key
EntityManager
The IDENTITY strategy also generates an automatic value ...
ObjectDB
EntityManagerFactory
persistence.xml
The sequence strategy consists of two parts - defining a named ...
Marking a field with the @GeneratedValue annotation specifies ...
Embedded Primary Key

Count
109
85
67
63
58
49
47
46
39
37
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Most of the strings in Table 2 are technical terms, code fragments (embedded
in the text), and long sentences, rather than complex words. Users may copy
technical terms to the clipboard in order to search for more information about
them [8] and complete sentences for citations and text summaries [9]. None of
these strings is a valid word according to the definition in section 2, so they are
all filtered out by the Filter component.
Table 3 shows the 30 most frequently copied text words, produced by the
Filter. For a proficient English speaking user, the words in Table 3 may not seem
very complex, but they may be complex relative to the website vocabulary level,
which consists of mainly simple English words. Very simple and frequent words
(e.g. “the”, “of”, etc.) are not on the list, even though they are very common
and appear many times on every page. This is the first indication that users
are more likely to copy complex words than simple words. Section 4 presents
statistical evidence that supports this hypothesis.

Table 3. Most Frequently Copied Words

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Word
Count
criteria
36
transient
24
embeddable
21
embedded
20
persistence
17
composite
16
redundant
14
retrieved
14
explicit
11
cascaded
11

#
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Word
Count
entity
10
persistable
10
hollow
9
explicitly
9
pessimistic
9
polymorphic
9
persistent
8
dangling
8
instantiation
8
retrieval
7

#
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Word
Count
detached
7
allocation
6
retrieves
6
query
6
identity
6
equivalent
6
sequence
6
persist
6
ascending
6
orphan
6

The significant differences in copying frequency (the “Count” columns) in
tables 1, 2, and 3 show that on this website code fragments are copied much
more frequently than text words. Due to these differences, complex words are
only exposed in Table 3, after filtering out the other elements.
Figures 2 and 3 show some of the resulting complex words in the context of
the website text. The words that were copied by users are framed.

Fig. 2. Copy Visualization: “ascending” and Other Words
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Fig. 3. Copy Visualization: “polymorphic” and Other Words

The word “ascending” (#29 in Table 3) was copied 6 times, and the word
“polymorphic” (#16 in Table 3) was copied 9 times. Each of the other framed
words (with the yellow border) was copied once in the text shown above (the
word “explicitly” was copied 9 times in total on all the tracked web pages).

4

Evaluation

The dataset contains 53,131 copy operations resulting from 654,399 page views,
though most of the copy operations are related to code. Only 823 copy operations
are accepted by the Filter as related to valid text words (based on the strict
definition of valid words in section 2), and these copy operations relate to 326
different words. For evaluation purposes, words not included in the list of the
333,333 most frequent words in the Google’s Trillion Word Corpus [13] (e.g.
”persistable”) were excluded, so the evaluation focused on 316 distinct copied
words in 801 copy operations.
These relatively small numbers may not be sufficient for a complete evaluation of the proposed CWI approach as a standalone implementation (e.g. compared to other CWI methods), but as shown in this section, they are sufficient
to conclude that words that are copied by users are more likely to be complex
words than words that are not copied. In other words, copying words to the
clipboard on a website can be considered a CWI indicator.
The null hypothesis is that there is no difference in complexity between copied
and uncopied words. To test the null hypothesis we can use the three CWI
indicators that have been described in section 1: syllable count, character count,
and frequency. In addition to simplicity, using these three indicators rather than
testing against human tagging of complex words, which is often used in full
evaluation and comparison of CWI implementations (e.g. in [15, 21]), has the
advantage of objectivity and avoiding biases. Human complex word tagging was
proved to be subjective and inconsistent among different taggers [15, 18].
Google’s Trillion Word Corpus can be used to estimate word frequency. Given
the list of 333,333 most frequently used words in this corpus ordered by decreasing frequency [13], we can define the frequency rank of a word as its position in
the list (e.g. #1, the highest, for the word “the”, which is the most frequent word
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in the corpus) and expect words that are less frequent to be generally more complex. Syllables in words have been counted using a Java library1 , which although
not 100% accurate, is sufficient for the purpose.
Table 4 shows the values of these three indicators for the most frequently
copied words in the dataset (words with at least 8 copy operations). We can
reject the null hypothesis by showing that word complexity as evaluated by these
indicators is significantly different for copied and uncopied words, i.e. copied
words are more likely to be evaluated as complex than uncopied words, with a
significant statistical difference.

Table 4. Complexity Indicators Values for the Most Frequently Copied Words

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Word
criteria
transient
embeddable
embedded
persistence
composite
redundant
retrieved
explicit
cascaded
entity
hollow
explicitly
pessimistic
polymorphic
persistent
dangling
instantiation

Copies
36
24
21
20
17
16
14
14
11
11
10
9
9
9
9
8
8
8

Syllables
3
2
4
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
4
4
4
3
2
5

Characters
8
9
10
8
11
9
9
9
8
8
6
6
10
11
11
10
8
13

Frequency Rank
2,468
12,548
89,240
5,356
14,474
6,414
12,423
7,609
6,371
70,361
4,067
9,566
8,551
32,253
37,407
9,645
25,694
42,186

For the evaluation, the words on the website are divided into two sets: 3,234
uncopied words, which were not copied at all in a single-word copy operation, and
311 copied words, which were copied at least once. Table 5 presents a comparison
of these two sets using eight binary criteria for word complexity, based on the
three CWI indicators with ranges of values that indicate complexity (relative
to the average values for the website’s words). Each row in the table shows
how many words in these two sets meet each criterion, and so are identified as
complex.
As shown in the table, copied words are more likely than uncopied words
to be classified as complex by all of the examined complexity criteria. Note
1

https://github.com/wfreitag/syllable-counter-java
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that these complexity criteria are based on simple and generic indicators, which
cannot determine complexity precisely. For example, the words “Wikipedia” and
“electricity” are not necessarily complex, despite the numbers of syllables and
characters. In addition, the division into copied and uncopied words is highly
dependent on the dataset (uncopied words could become copied words if more
copy operations were recorded for more users). Therefore, the exact percentages
of words that are classified as complex by these complexity criteria are not
expected to be accurate or important on their own. In fact, it might be reasonable
to expect the new word copying indicator to be more accurate than the three
indicators that are used in this evaluation, as discussed in section 5.
Table 5. Uncopied Words vs. Copied Words

Complexity Criterion
Uncopied Words
Copied Words
p-value
≥3
1,378/3,234 (42.6%) 184/311 (59.2%) 0.000000
Syllables
≥4
536/3,234 (16.6%) 79/311 (25.4%) 0.000160
≥8
1,420/3,234 (43.9%) 198/311 (63.7%) 0.000000
≥9
979/3,234 (30.3%) 140/311 (45.0%) 0.000000
Characters
≥ 10
623/3,234 (19.3%) 85/311 (27.3%) 0.001046
356/3,234 (11.0%) 48/311 (15.4%) 0.024497
≥ 11
≥ 5,000 1,369/3,234 (42.3%) 166/311 (53.4%) 0.000198
Frequency Rank
≥ 10,000
782/3,234 (24.2%) 105/311 (33.8%) 0.000347

The results in Table 5 reject the null hypothesis, as they show a significant
statistical difference between copied words and uncopied words for each of the
eight word complexity criteria. Such differences are not expected under the null
hypothesis. For each complexity criterion (a row in the table, representing a 2x2
contingency table) the p-value is calculated using the two-tailed Fisher’s exact
test.
Table 6. Words Copied Once vs. Words Copied at Least 8 Times

Complexity Criterion
Syllables

Characters

Frequency Rank

≥3
≥4
≥8
≥9
≥ 10
≥ 11
≥ 5,000
≥ 10,000

Number of Times Copied
Exactly Once
At Least 8 Times
88/167 (52.7%)
14/18 (77.8%)
38/167 (22.8%)
6/18 (33.3%)
93/167 (55.7%)
16/18 (88.9%)
64/167 (38.3%)
11/18 (61.1%)
39/167 (23.4%)
7/18 (38.9%)
26/167 (15.6%)
4/18 (22.2%)
80/167 (47.9%)
16/18 (88.9%)
49/167 (29.3%)
9/18 (50.0%)

p-value
0.048170
0.381191
0.005636
0.077752
0.158121
0.500274
0.000879
0.105954
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To examine if the frequency of copying each word matters, Table 6 compares
two subsets of the set of copied words: the words that have been copied exactly
once and the words that have been copied at least 8 times (shown in Table 4).
Table 6 shows that words in the second subset are more likely than words in the
first subset to be classified as complex by each of the eight complexity criteria.
Due to the sizes of the sets, high statistical significance for these differences
(p-value ≤ 0.05) is obtained only for the more inclusive criteria, Syllables ≥ 3,
Characters ≥ 8, and F requencyRank ≥ 5, 000.

5

Discussion

Section 4 shows that copied words are more likely to be evaluated as complex
than uncopied words and words that are copied more frequently are more likely
to be evaluated as complex than words that are copied less frequently, by three
different CWI indicators. This has been shown for one website, and further
experiments on other websites are required in order to establish these findings.
A reasonable explanation of the connection between complex words and the
user behavior of copying words to the clipboard is that users search for definitions and translations of complex words. It is also possible that some users
copy familiar but complex words in order to paste them instead of typing them
while writing text. It is difficult to think of other convincing reasons as to why
users copy to the clipboard regular words, such as “composite”, “redundant”,
“explicit”, and “ascending”. Copying of very simple words (e.g. “the”, “of”, etc.)
was not observed in the dataset.
Consequently, word copying on a website can be considered a novel CWI
indicator. It may be used in a standalone CWI implementation, as described in
section 2, where the most frequently copied words are identified as complex, or
in combination with other CWI indicators in a multi-indicator CWI implementation. In both cases, the output of the CWI implementation can be used for
text simplification (automatic or manual).
Using copy operations for CWI requires large amounts of web usage data,
as shown by the demonstration of the filtering process in section 3. The dataset
used in this study is based on web usage data collected over several months
from a medium traffic website. On low traffic websites, copy operations may be
less effective for CWI. On high traffic websites (e.g. Wikipedia) they could be
significantly more effective. Collecting data for longer periods may help.
Tracking copy operations is related to session recording, which is a common practice in modern web analytics where user activity on websites, including
mouse movements and keystrokes, is recorded. It raises interesting questions regarding user privacy and personal data protection, due to the risk of collecting
sensitive personal information intentionally or unintentionally [3]. However, session recording does not necessarily require prior user consent under personal
data protection regulations, such as GDPR (under certain terms, as discussed
by the IT and privacy lawyer Arnoud Engelfriet [3]). Sensitive personal data,
which are not required for CWI, should not be collected. If the data collected
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are completely anonymized, which is a standard practice in web analytics, then
they are no longer considered personal data (e.g. according to GDPR). In some
sense, counting copy operations is similar to counting page-views, which has
always been considered a legitimate web analytics practice.
The evaluation in section 4 shows significant statistical evidence that word
copying is a CWI indicator and that this indicator is stronger for words that are
copied more frequently. Note that the three indicators that have been used for
evaluation in section 4 are not very accurate and cannot be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of other CWI indicators. It is reasonable to expect that the word
copying indicator (assuming it reflects users’ need for assistance with complex
words) is more accurate than the three indicators that have been used to test it.
However, being well known tested, objective word complexity indicators, they
are useful for showing that word copying is also a CWI indicator. Further work
is required to assess the effectiveness of the word copying indicator, both as a
standalone indicator and in combination with other CWI indicators.
The word copying indicator reflects the collective experience of the website
audience by considering copy operations as implicit user “votes”. Words identified by these votes as complex might be the biggest barriers to understanding
the text and may mostly appear in paragraphs that are read more frequently.
Therefore, simplifying these complex words might be particularly helpful to the
readers. Accordingly, this new approach might have the potential of being more
effective, reliable, and accurate than other CWI indicators, and it might also be
more accurate than human tagging of complex words, which is subjective and
inconsistent among different experts [15, 18]. Further evaluation is required in
order to assess this potential.
Other user activities on websites might also indicate word complexity. An
interesting hypothesis that has to be tested in this context, is that slower mouse
movements near words also indicate word complexity. Some users move the
mouse cursor during reading to mark the reading position, so slowing or stopping
near words might indicate difficulties in reading or understanding [7].

6

Conclusions and Further Work

This study introduces a new approach to automatic CWI on websites, based on
tracking copy operations of users. An experiment on a sample website shows that
copied words are more likely to be evaluated as complex than uncopied words and
words that are copied more frequently are more likely to be evaluated as complex
than words that are copied less frequently, by three different word complexity
indicators. Consequently, word copying on a website can be considered a novel
CWI indicator, which targets complex words based on real user behavior.
Further work should investigate using this word copying indicator in complete
CWI and text simplification implementations, and evaluate the effectiveness of
using copy operations in CWI on various types of websites.
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